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It’s storied that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the creator of Sherlock Holmes, once found 

immense humor in a practical joke that he simultaneously played on twelve of his friends. Each 
of his friends were men who were considered to be virtuous and highly respected. So as a joke, 
Doyle sent each of them the same telegram. The telegram simply said, “Fly at once, all is 
discovered!” And within 24 hours, the dozen men of noble reputation had all decided to take a 
sudden trip out of the country.  
 Shame is universal. Even the most noble and elegant of us house something in secret that 
we are ashamed about. Even the most courageous of us can be motivated to do drastic things in 
order to keep our shame hidden.  
 There has been a lot of research on shame in the last two decades. Popular researcher 
Brene Brown defines ‘shame’ as “the fear of disconnection.” She says shame is the plaguing belief 
that there something about us that, if other people knew about it, means that we wouldn’t be 
worthy of connection and relationship. For some, shame is evoked by something that happened 
to them—abuse, neglect, betrayal. For others, shame is caused by something they hide in 
secret—addiction, embezzlement, pornography, affairs. For others, shame is a response to 
something they either have done or haven’t done, such as making an unethical decision or for 
refusing to look at the person sleeping on the sidewalk.  

Shame is universal and no one wants to talk about it. Brown asserts that the less you talk 
about it, the more you have it. Author Curt Thompson says that “shamed people shame people.” 
The more we ignore it or cover it over, the more shame manipulates us with invisible marionette 
strings, and the more we go on to evoke shame in others.  

And so I am compelled to ask: is there something in your life that makes you question 
your worth for meaningful connection with others? Do you ever fear that there is something in 
you that would justify your being ostracized from the people you love, from the friends you have, 
from the church you worship in? If experiencing shame is universal to the human experience, 
then how do we move out from underneath its thumb to live lives that feel unencumbered by 
shame? 

Brown says that, in order for shame to thrive, it needs three things: it needs silence, 
secrecy, and judgement. And so when shame sparks in us and looks like it is preparing enflame, 
we can address these three things so that our shame does not engulf us. In the Christian tradition, 
we already have established practices that help us remove these three things: silence is removed 
when we begin to speak, both to God in prayer and to one another; secrecy is removed when we 
begin to confess—to openly admit our feelings and to own any action that we have undertaken 
that may have evoked shame in us; judgement is removed when we choose to act with grace, 
compassion, and forgiveness. Speaking openly, confessing courageously, and acting graciously 
and gently with ourselves and one another dissolve shame both in our individual lives and in our 
shared life together.  

But most importantly, when Brown looked at her research and paid specific attention to 
the people who were most resilient in responding to shame, what she found was that the only 
thing those people had in common is that they believed that they were worthy of love and 
belonging. Believing in our worth is the greatest indicator of how resilient we are to shame. And 



so if you are questioning your worth--if your boss or teacher, or your family or friend, or spouse 
or church has contributed to your doubting how worthy you are of love, belonging, and 
meaningful connection, then let me remind you of the core message of Jesus Christ to humanity 
in the face of our shame: you and me, we are worthy of love and belonging. We were not created 
for shame, so let’s not live like we were. You are worthy of love and belonging.  


